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Nowadays every professional SEO services companies are trying to create their own search engine
strategy for their website or their clients. Thousands of websites optimizing every day for one to
more than 100â€™s of keywords in search engine result pages to get more business through online.
But, search engines are shows only 10 results come on first page of Google. Is your website ranking
in top 10 Google results with any of your targeted keywords? If not yet, then there might be lots of
reasons for this but here SEO Hyderabad Company is created a list of SEO activities which should
be included in your SEO activities for your website optimizing.

Professional SEO Services Company is recommending you to do all these SEO activities for your
website to improve your keywords ranking in search engine results.

Few steps you need to follow before starting these activities.

First create your own website with good design for your business. Then select targeted business
related keywords (SEO keywords tool) for your all pages internal pages also related to your
business theme. You can read about keyword optimization tips to select targeted keywords for your
website. Start below mentioned activities.

Actually SEO had divided into the two SEO activities in two parts.

One is On-Page Optimization

There is not such fixed definition for On-Page optimization but in simple words we can say On-Page
optimization refers to factors that have an effect on your website or web page listing in natural
search results.

On-Page Activities are as follows.

Keywords Research, Meta-Tags Optimization, Image Optimization, Robots.Txt Optimization,
Hyperlink Optimization, Html Sitemap Creation, Xml Sitemap Generation, RSS Feed Generation &
Submission, W3C Validation, Off-Page Optimization

Off-page optimization is a set of strategies for search engine optimization that are done off the
pages of a website to maximize its performance in the search engines for target keywords related to
the page content.

Off-Page Activities are as follows.

Directory Submission, Article Creation, Article Submission, Social Bookmarking, PR Creation,      
PR Submission, Web 2.0 Articles Creation, Web 2.0 Submissions, Top Comments, Blog & Forum
Comments/Posting, Blog Maintenance, Local Search Engine Submission, Yellow Pages
Submission,      Profile Creation/Profile Linking, Blog Roll, Link Exchange, Classified Ad Creation &
Posting, Local Listing Optimization.

If you are really want to optimize your website as per search engine terms and conditions with
above mentioned activities. It really helps you to get ranking fast as well as to improve your current
SEO ranking to reach target of online marketing. You can select any of our cheap SEO pricing for
your business. Very soon iâ€™ll update this post with brief description about each activity. You can
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bookmark this article to get more updates in future.
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